Men Who Ride Mountains


1) For the men who ride mountains these men of the sea, they're

   G F    G F    G F    G F
   F G F G F    G F    G F
   no different then you & me, men of the sun & sea those men who ride

   G F    G F    G F    G F
   mountains, the men who ride mountains, these men who brave the

   G F    G F    C
   sea, top to bottom side to side looking for the ultimate ride, oh

   G F    G F    G F    G F    G F    C
   the men who ride mountains, these men who brave the sea, every

D   G G7 C    D   G G7 C
   island has this leg, there no different from the rest, just let

D   G Em m C    D   G
   me tell you about these people, ton ta dun wave riding man, oo

F   G F    G F
   ton ta dun, oo ton ta dun, the man.    (Instra.)

F   G F    G F    G F    G F
2) For the men who ride mountains, these men of the sea, they're

   G F    G F    G F    G F    G F
   no different then you & me, men of the sun & the sea, those men

   G F    G F    G F    G F
   who ride mountains, men to the wind, top to bottom side to side

C   G F    G F
   looking for the ultimate ride, oh the men who ride mountains, oh

   G F    G F    G F    G F
   the men who ride mountains, for the men who rode mountains, those

G F    G F
   men who rode mountains,

(Fade)